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IntroductionsIntroductions



Sarasota County VolunteeringSarasota County Volunteering

Volunteer application in packetVolunteer application in packet
TimesheetTimesheet
LiabilityLiability
NametagsNametags



County GoalsCounty Goals

Provide groundProvide ground--truthing data to SWFWMD for truthing data to SWFWMD for 
those years they fly those years they fly 
Gather information regarding the location of Gather information regarding the location of 
seagrass seagrass 
Begin gathering information regarding the extent Begin gathering information regarding the extent 
of macroalgae of macroalgae 
Use the information we gather to assess our Use the information we gather to assess our 
watershed management strategies: report cards, watershed management strategies: report cards, 
watershed indexes, relation to water clarity goals watershed indexes, relation to water clarity goals 



BackgroundBackground

Since 1988, seagrass has been mapped Since 1988, seagrass has been mapped 
by SWFWMD by SWFWMD 
Occurs every two years (fall and winter Occurs every two years (fall and winter 
months) though there have been gapsmonths) though there have been gaps
Map seagrass extent and categorize Map seagrass extent and categorize 
(patchy vs. continuous) at (patchy vs. continuous) at ½½ acre scaleacre scale
DoesnDoesn’’t include species, health, other t include species, health, other 
bottom habitat or algaebottom habitat or algae



Seagrass mappingSeagrass mapping
ground truthingground truthing

~100 points randomly distributed ~100 points randomly distributed 
throughout the SWFWMD mapped bedsthroughout the SWFWMD mapped beds
Presence/ Absence testPresence/ Absence test
95% accuracy for acceptance95% accuracy for acceptance
Sarasota Bay receives about 15 points Sarasota Bay receives about 15 points 
Conducted after the draft map is createdConducted after the draft map is created



Seagrass mappingSeagrass mapping
groundground--truthingtruthing

Last year, the county conducted itLast year, the county conducted it’’s own survey s own survey 
within several weeks of photo acquisitionwithin several weeks of photo acquisition
Collected Seagrass Presence/Absence, algae Collected Seagrass Presence/Absence, algae 
Presence/Absence, depth, secchi, location and Presence/Absence, depth, secchi, location and 
commentscomments
Provided the data to the District for their use in Provided the data to the District for their use in 
the interpretation either as an accuracy test or the interpretation either as an accuracy test or 
as supplemental information as supplemental information 





2006  Accuracy2006  Accuracy

SWFWMD conducted groundSWFWMD conducted ground--truthing truthing 
effort and visited 75 points with a 99% effort and visited 75 points with a 99% 
accuracy.  The one point not accurately accuracy.  The one point not accurately 
mapped was an oyster bar in Lyons Bay mapped was an oyster bar in Lyons Bay 
near Venice, FLnear Venice, FL
With the data provided by the County, 98 With the data provided by the County, 98 
points were compared with a 73% points were compared with a 73% 
accuracy.accuracy.



Volunteer Monitoring Volunteer Monitoring -- ParametersParameters

Timeframe (February and August)Timeframe (February and August)
LocationLocation
Seagrass (species)Seagrass (species)
Algae (presence/absence, type?)Algae (presence/absence, type?)
DepthDepth
ClarityClarity
SedimentSediment
General CommentsGeneral Comments



Monitoring Monitoring –– TimeframeTimeframe

FebruaryFebruary
Coincides with SWFWMD effortsCoincides with SWFWMD efforts
Seagrass at the minimum extentSeagrass at the minimum extent
Good clarityGood clarity
Algae at a maximum?Algae at a maximum?

AugustAugust
Seagrass near MaximumSeagrass near Maximum
Seasonal comparisonSeasonal comparison
Algae at a minimum?Algae at a minimum?



Monitoring Monitoring -- LocationLocation

Global Positioning System (GPS)Global Positioning System (GPS)
Record Latitude and LongitudeRecord Latitude and Longitude

Dead ReckoningDead Reckoning
Triangulate from fixed points visible from the Triangulate from fixed points visible from the 
aerial photograph and mark it on the mapaerial photograph and mark it on the map
Number the position to match the Station in Number the position to match the Station in 
the log bookthe log book



Monitoring Monitoring -- SeagrassSeagrass

Turtle Grass (Turtle Grass (Thalassia testudinumThalassia testudinum))
Known as the climax speciesKnown as the climax species
Blades are flat with rounded tipsBlades are flat with rounded tips
Found up to 14Found up to 14”” long and long and ½”½” widewide



Turtle GrassTurtle Grass



Turtle GrassTurtle Grass



Shoal Grass (Shoal Grass (Halodule WrigtiiHalodule Wrigtii))
Flat narrow blades with notched tipsFlat narrow blades with notched tips
Found up to 6Found up to 6”” in lengthin length
Frequently found in shallow, high energy Frequently found in shallow, high energy 
waterswaters

Monitoring Monitoring -- SeagrassSeagrass



Shoal GrassShoal Grass



Monitoring Monitoring -- SeagrassSeagrass

Manatee Grass (Manatee Grass (Syringodium filiformeSyringodium filiforme))
Cylindrical blades (rolls in your fingers)Cylindrical blades (rolls in your fingers)
Up to 20Up to 20”” in length (locally, about <10in length (locally, about <10””))
Commonly found with other speciesCommonly found with other species



Manatee GrassManatee Grass



Manatee GrassManatee Grass



Monitoring Monitoring -- SeagrassSeagrass

Other speciesOther species
Halophila Halophila johnsoniijohnsonii
(Paddle Grass)(Paddle Grass)

RuppiaRuppia maritimamaritima
(Widgeon Grass)(Widgeon Grass)



Monitoring Monitoring -- AlgaeAlgae

Drift algaeDrift algae
As a group, easily identifiable as it is easily As a group, easily identifiable as it is easily 
swept awayswept away

EpiphyticEpiphytic
Grow on the seagrass blades and blocks the Grow on the seagrass blades and blocks the 
light from reaching the grass light from reaching the grass 

Rooted algaeRooted algae
Any plants rooted in place and not described Any plants rooted in place and not described 
as seagrassas seagrass



Epiphytic AlgaeEpiphytic Algae



Epiphytic AlgaeEpiphytic Algae



Monitoring Monitoring –– DepthDepth

Depth may be recorded from fish finders & Depth may be recorded from fish finders & 
depth recordersdepth recorders
Estimated from the length of the oar if Estimated from the length of the oar if 
working from a kayakworking from a kayak
Estimated by waders by how much you Estimated by waders by how much you 
under waterunder water



Monitoring Monitoring –– Water Clarity and Water Clarity and 
SedimentSediment

Water ClarityWater Clarity
If any and what color the water isIf any and what color the water is
Any signs of turbidity not created by you Any signs of turbidity not created by you 

SedimentSediment
Color and consistency of the bottomColor and consistency of the bottom
Particle size (mud, sand, silt or shell) Particle size (mud, sand, silt or shell) 

* Bare bottom is a attribute as well* Bare bottom is a attribute as well



Monitoring Monitoring -- CommentsComments

Please describe anything else you think is Please describe anything else you think is 
relevantrelevant

PropscarsPropscars
Fish utilizationFish utilization
Heavy boat traffic, high energy wakes while Heavy boat traffic, high energy wakes while 
your thereyour there
Location of oyster barsLocation of oyster bars



Data AnalysisData Analysis

Anyone who has the time and interested Anyone who has the time and interested 
could assist in data entrycould assist in data entry

An excel or Access table will be utilized for An excel or Access table will be utilized for 
data entrydata entry
Computer time will be made available at the Computer time will be made available at the 
county to facilitate thiscounty to facilitate this



Data AnalysisData Analysis

Maps will be prepared and distributedMaps will be prepared and distributed
Findings presented at the estuary Findings presented at the estuary 
programs for input on revising the programs for input on revising the 
program, particularly the seagrass working program, particularly the seagrass working 
groupgroup
Made available on the Water AtlasMade available on the Water Atlas
Incorporated into some kind of report cardIncorporated into some kind of report card



Data AnalysisData Analysis

Data will be provided to SWFWMD for Data will be provided to SWFWMD for 
evaluation and incorporation into there evaluation and incorporation into there 
effortsefforts
Investigate areas of interests as Investigate areas of interests as 
highlighted by this programhighlighted by this program
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